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Gamma-ray astronomy: Promise for the future
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Abstract. The "Pre-SMM" (Vestrand and Miller 1998) picture of gamma-ray line (GRL) flares was that they are relatively rare events. This picture was quickly put in question with the launch of the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM). Over 100 GRL flares were seen with sizes ranging from very large GOES class events (X12) down to moderately small events (M2). It was argued by some (Bai 1986) that this was still consistent with the idea that GRL events are rare. Others, however, argued the opposite (Vestrand 1988; Cliver, Crosby and Dennis 1994), stating that the lower end of this distribution was just a function of SMM's sensitivity. They stated that the launch of the Compton Gamma-ray Observatory (CGRO) would in fact continue this distribution to show even smaller GRL flares. In response to a BACODINE cosmic gamma-ray burst alert, COMPtonTELescope on the CGRO recorded gamma rays above 1 MeV from the C4 flare at 0221 UT 20 January 2000. This event, though at the limits of COMPTEL's sensitivity, clearly shows a nuclear line excess above the continuum. Using new spectroscopy techniques we were able to resolve individual lines. This has allowed us to make a basic comparison of this event with the GRL flare distribution from SMM and also compare this flare with a well-observed large GRL flare seen by OSSE.

On January 20, 2000, a GOES C4.1 class solar flare occurred. The soft X-ray flux began at 8640 s (02:21 UT) peaked at 8760 s (02:26 UT) and ended at 9000 s (02:30 UT). There was no Hx identification but the Nobeyama radio telescope observed a radio burst from the flare at N15W33 corresponding to NOAA active region number 8829. COMPtonTELescope's rapid gamma ray burst response system was triggered by BATSE at 8642 s. The trigger from BATSE also alerted OSSE, which subsequently slew its four detectors to the direction of the Sun.

The automated system of COMPTEL imaged the Sun at a significance of 7.2 $\sigma$ using 94 events recorded from annuli within 1$^\circ$ of the Sun. Significant emission was detected from approximately 8640 s to 8740 s (Figure 1). There is evidence in the energy loss spectrum for nuclear line emission from $\sim$1 – 10 MeV (Figure 2). The flare was only observed in the telescope mode, no emission was detected in the raw or processed burst data (see Schönfelder et al. 1993 for a discussion of COMPTEL).
OSSE observed emission above one MeV during the time from 8663 s to 8696 s (Murphy 2000). A single power law with photon spectral index -2.85±0.3 (Murphy 2000) provided an adequate fit to the OSSE data with no evidence of nuclear line emission. The total fluence above 50 keV and 1 MeV was 86±1 and 0.8±0.6 photons cm\(^{-2}\), respectively (Murphy 2000). The OSSE data place a 2-σ upper limit for the 2.223 MeV neutron capture line of 0.4 photon cm\(^{-2}\).

We selected the analysis interval for the COMPTEL telescope data to be 8640 s to 8740 s. Normally, the background is modeled by using the average of 15 and 16 orbits before and after the event so that the geomagnetic conditions during the flare are similar. However, due to large data gaps only data 15 orbits before the flare are available. This limits the ability to produce the most accurate background model. Consequently, a different approach to background estimation was necessary. The next reasonable choice was to choose intervals just before and just after the flare as the background estimate.

After a suitable background was selected, the energy loss spectrum (Figure 2a) and the selected background (Figure 2b) were deconvolved (using a new deconvolution technique, see Young et al. 2001) with the instrument response to obtain an estimate of the flux spectrum. In order to deal effectively with few counts in the energy loss
spectrum at energies greater than ~8 MeV, two energy binning were used. The flux spectrum was computed for a binning of 32 energy bins and 8 energy bins. These two were then combined, using the finer binning up to 8 MeV and the coarser binning greater than 8 MeV.

Ideally, one would fit a gamma-ray spectrum with the individual components of the spectrum varying all parameters. Even for a large, intense event such as the June 4, 1991 event, COMPTEL does not have the statistics to resolve all the components such as the broad lines. A first approach even for a large event is to fit the expected strong lines and a composite spectrum for the remaining lines and continuum, varying only the amplitude of the lines and the composite spectrum. However, for the case of the January 20 flare, the fitting process is more difficult due the small number of counts.

Our approach to obtaining a reasonable model fit was to use data from the BATSE instrument to estimate the intensity and shape of the bremsstrahlung continuum. Using the most solar-facing BATSE detector, the data from 30 keV to 1000 MeV was fit with a broken power law with a first index of -3.13±0.5, a break energy of 86.7 keV and a second index of -2.85±0.02 yielding a continuum flux above 1 MeV of (3.2±0.2)×10^{-3} γ cm^{-2} s^{-1}. The higher energy power law for the BATSE data is consistent with the fit obtained by OSSE.

In addition to the BATSE based power law continuum, different combinations of several nuclear components were tested. Eight different combinations were used. The two standard components of all the models were the power law from BATSE and a narrow line of unknown strength at 2.223 MeV. The best fit model (Figure 3) contained the addition of 3 narrow lines at 1.1, 1.8, and 4.4 MeV to account for the 3 strongest features in addition to the 2.2 MeV line (These four lines were determined significant with a P-value of 3×10^{-3} (3 σ)) by calculating the probability, under the assumption the mean rate of the source is zero, of obtaining as many events as observed or more given the background (Cowan 1998). The model also included a composite spectrum of previously identified broad lines (Share and Murphy 1995).

![Figure 3](image_url)

**FIGURE 3.** The best-fit model for the January 20, 2000 event. The model consists of a power law based on the BATSE data fit, a broad line template, and lines at 1.1, 1.8, 2.2, and 4.4 MeV. The straight solid line is the power law fit and the other solid line is the complete model. (Error bars extending to the bottom of the plots are 1 σ upper limits.)
Using the results from the OSSE solar flare web page (Murphy 2000) and those of Murphy et al. 97, we can compare this small flare (model 2) to the XI2+ class flare from 4 June 1991. These values are shown in Table 1.

**TABLE 1.** A comparison of the COMPTEL measurement of the January 20 2000 C4 GOES event and the OSSE measurement of the June 4 1991 X12+ GOES event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2000 January 20</th>
<th>1991 June 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.223 MeV Fluence</td>
<td>0.23±0.1</td>
<td>1050±19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4 MeV fluence</td>
<td>1.28±0.1</td>
<td>189±9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1 MeV fluence</td>
<td>0.813±0.67</td>
<td>~3500±63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.223/4.4 fluence ratio</td>
<td>0.18±0.14</td>
<td>5.56±0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton spectral index</td>
<td>&gt; 5.5 (α/p = 0.1)</td>
<td>3.37±0.1 (α/p = 0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ramaty 1996)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.223/&gt;1 MeV fluence ratio</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>~0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># &gt; 30 MeV protons</td>
<td>1x10^{31}</td>
<td>(6.7±1.2)x10^{32}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One final important comparison for this flare is with the set of gamma-ray line events observed by SMM. SMM was pivotal in dispelling the idea that gamma-ray line emission was rare and only occurred in the largest of flares. However, due to its sensitivity SMM never had a positive detection of nuclear lines from any of the C class flare that it observed. COMPTEL, which is roughly an order of magnitude more sensitive than SMM has extended the SMM distribution of gamma ray flares by roughly an order of magnitude smaller. Figure 4 shows the SMM distribution of flare narrow nuclear line fluence as a function of the continuum power law fluence and GOES soft X-ray class (Vestrand et al. 1999).

**FIGURE 4.** Scatter plots of narrow nuclear line fluence vs. continuum fluence and GOES classification respectively for the SMM GRS catalog and the 20 January 2000 event observed with COMPTEL.

All of these comparisons indicate that as compared to the June 4, 1991 flare and the SMM observed gamma-ray flares, the solar flare on January 20, 2000 is a normal or ordinary gamma-ray line solar flare. Actually, this comparison has shown that the 4
June 1991 flares is the odd flare of the bunch. It shows an unusually large electron bremsstrahlung component.

In response to a BACODINE cosmic gamma-ray burst alert, COMPTEL on the CGRO recorded gamma rays above 1 MeV from the C4 flare at 0221 UT 20 January 2000. This event, though at the limits of COMPTEL's sensitivity, clearly shows a nuclear line excess above the continuum. Using the new spectroscopy techniques we are able to resolve individual lines. This has allowed us to make a basic comparison of this event with the GRL flare distribution from SMM and also compare this flare with a well-observed large GRL flare seen by OSSE. We show that this flare is normal, i.e., it is a natural extension of the SMM distribution of flares. The analysis of this flare means there is no evidence for a lower flare size for proton acceleration. Protons even in small flares contain a large part of the accelerated particle energy.
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